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Collective excitations in truncated semiconductor superlattices
in a transverse magnetic field
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We consider the propagation of bulk and surface magnetoplasmons in a semi-infinite superlattice
structure composed of alternating materials A and 8. Implicit general dispersion relations for bulk
and surface magnetoplasmons are derived allowing the dielectric tensor (Z) of each material to be a
function of frequency and magnetic field ($0). The external magnetic field is taken to be parallel to
the superlattice axis (or perpendicular to the interfaces). The nonradiative magnetoplasma modes
(polaritons) are characterized by the electromagnetic fields which decay exponentially away from
the interfaces. We present numerical results for a number of illustrative cases including the effect of
retardation.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the recent advancement of molecular-beam epi-
taxy, early predictions by Esaki, of the possibility to
artificially construct metallic or semiconductor superlat-
tices with high precision, are now possible. This has
stimulated a considerable theoretical and experimental
research interest to study the electronic and optical prop-
erties of particular semiconductor superlattices. Studies
of collective excitations are fundamental to a complete
understanding of these tailor-made materials. The set of
such excitations is characterized by a wave vector (qi)
normal to the interfaces as well as a wave vector (q~~)

parallel to the interfaces. If d is the width of the unit cell
of the superlattice, the boundaries of the bulk plasmon
bands exist for q~ =0 or m. The truncation of the super-
lattice yields surface plasmon-polariton modes located at
the surface but still affected by the layered structure of
the bulk constituents. These polariton modes occur in
the gaps between the bulk bands, and above and below
the bands.

The effect of an applied magnetic field on carrier trans-
port at semiconductor interfaces has long been of great
interest. The application of an external magnetic field in
thin-films and multilayered heterostructures has been
shown to cause interesting qualitative changes in the be-
havior characteristic of the interface excitations. This
is because the magnetic field quantizes the component of
the electron energy associated with its transverse motion.
In the presence of an applied magnetic field (Bo), there
are three main configurations out of which the case
where Bo is perpendicular to the interfaces (as is the case
here) and parallel to the confining electric field is a very
special one. This is because only then does the system at-
tain the state of complete quantization, and this provides
an ideal tool for studying the quantum transport phenom-
ena.

In the recent past, the elementary excitations in super-
lattice systems have been studied by a number of authors
using macroscopic as well as microscopic theories,

with and without an applied magnetic field. There are
usually two situations. (i) The case where the layer
widths are much smaller than the electron mean free path
and the electrons are quantized into a series of miniband
energy levels (usually referred to as the quantum limit)
In this case the conduction electrons correspond to those
of a quasi-two-dimensional electron gas and their dynam-
ical behavior cannot be described by the usual- dielectric
function of a three-dimensional electron gas. (ii) The case
where the layer widths are much larger than the electron
mean free path so that the quantum-mechanical effects
are negligible and the layers can be treated as bulk con-
stituents whose properties can be described by macro-
scopic dielectric functions (usually referred to as the clas-
sical limit).

In this paper our aim is to study the collective (bulk
and surface) excitations of a semiconductor superlattice
subjected to an external magnetic field oriented perpen-
dicular to the interfaces in the classical limit. We use
Maxwell's equations and standard electromagnetic
boundary conditions to obtain the dispersion relations of
the superlattice magnetoplasmons. Since the resultant
(superlattice) structure is periodic, its elementary excita-
tions have properties which are determined essentially by
imposing Bloch's theorem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we describe the model and obtain the dispersion relation
for bulk magnetoplasmons of an infinite superlattice and
then that for surface magnetoplasma polaritons of a trun-
cated superlattice. In Sec. III we present the dispersion
curves for the superlattice found by numerically solving
the dispersion relations derived in Sec. II for specific ma-
terial parameters. Finally, Sec. IV contains our con-
clusions.

II. THEORY

We consider the superlattice structure depicted in Fig.
l. Material 2 has a frequency- and magnetic-field-
dependent dielectric tensor Z„and thickness d~, while
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are the background dielectric constant, plasma frequen-
cy, and cyclotron frequency, respectively, of the medium
under consideration. The nontrivial solution of Eq. (2) is
subject to the condition
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We write the field solutions in the two media as follows:

FIG. 1. Schematics of a periodic semiconductor heterostruc-
ture consisting of two different types of dielectric slabs.

E(r, I) =E(z)e i(q y —~t)

where E(z) for regions A and 8 are given by

Ea(z)=Eire "+ +E2„e

(4)

A. Infinite superlattice

Elimination of magnetic field vector (8) from
Maxwell's curl field equations yields the following wave
equation in terms of the macroscopic electric field (E):

VX(VXE)—qoZ E=o,

where qo=co/c is the vacuum wave vector. We assume
the spatial and temporal dependence of the fields to have
the form -e'&' ". In the absence of an applied mag-
netic field (Bo) each bulk constituent is assumed to be iso-
tropic. In the presence of Bo, the wave-field equation can
be rewritten as follows:

2
&xyqo

0

2
&xyqO

2 2
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qyqz

0

qyqz E
2 2e„qo —

q

0
0
0

(2)
I

the material 8 has dielectric tensor ZB and thickness dB.
The unit cell of the structure has a width d =d A +dB.
The rnagnetoplasrnons are assumed to propagate along
the y direction parallel to the interfaces with wave vector
q and frequency co. The external magnetic field is im-
posed in the z direction; it is therefore perpendicular to
both the direction of propagation and the interfaces. We
will study the collective magnetoplasma excitations
characterized by the electromagnetic fields decaying ex-
ponentially away from the interfaces.

—aA z
+E3A e +E4A e

EB(z)=E,Be + +E2Be
ag z ag z+E3Be +E4Be

Analogous equations can be written for the magnetic field
variable B in the respective regions.

Since the superlattice structure, Fig. 1, is periodic in
the z direction, we want to synthesize the basic solutions,
Eqs. (5) and (6), in the form of Bloch waves, so that the
proper boundary conditions are satisfied at each inter-
face. For this purpose, we invoke the following constitu-
tive condition:

ikd ~EAB.n e ~AB n —1 ~

where ~k~ ~m. /d. This equation is an exact analogue of
the Bloch theorem for the electric fields associated with
the rnagnetoplasmons of a periodic structure. As such,
for any integer n, E(z+nd)=e'"" E(z); n labels the
number of the cell. Here k is the wave vector that will ul-
timately enter the dispersion relation of the collective ex-
citations of the superlattice.

The standard electromagnetic boundary conditions are
the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic
field components: Exp Bxp Eyp and By. The use of
Maxwell's curl field equations and Eq. (2) enables one to
write E, B, and B„ in terms of E in the respective re-
gions. This considerably reduces the number of unknows
involved. As such, the use of Eq. (7) along with the
boundary conditions yields the following relations:

At z =nd +dA

A+ A A+ A aA dA —aA dA
E1A e +E2A e +E3A e +E4A e E1B+E2B +E3B+E4B

A+ A aA+"A A — A
—aA dA~1 EIA +E2A + ~2(E3Ae +E4Ae ) ~1(EIB+E2B)++2(E3B+ 4B )

aA+dA —a„+ aA aA dAcc„+23(EI~e E2~e )+a~—A4(E3~e E4~e )—
B + 3 IB 2B B — 4( 3B E4B )
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and Q (=kd) is a dimensionless Bloch wave vector. The quantities aA+ and aB+ refer to the decay constants of the
fields into the respective media. We thus obtain Eqs. (8)—(15) in terms of eight unknown coefficients —E,„,E2„,E3A,
E4~, E», E», E», and E4B. Eliminating E», E», E», and E4B from these equations yields

(P, +Q, )(e + + e'~)E1A+—(P, —Q, )(e + + e'~)E2A—
B++3 B+ —A+(Rl+Sl)(e + e'~)E3A+—(Rl —Sl)(e + e'~)E4A =—0, (17)
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B +A B
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Ql=( 3
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R2 ( ~2 B 1 )(B3 B4) B —,
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,

(21)

and B+ =aB+dB, 3+ =aA+dA. As such, we have four homogeneous equations, Eqs. (17)—(20), in terms of four un-
known coefficients —E;A(i =1,2, 3,4). Setting the appropriate determinant to zero yields an (implicit) general disper-
sion relation for the collective (bulk) modes for the magnetoplasmons of the superlattice system. This reads

B++A+ B+ —A+ 8++A B+ —A
(P, +Q, )(e + + —e'~) (P, —Q, )(e + + —e'~) (R, +S, )(e + —e'~) (Rl —Sl)(e —e'~)

(P, —Q, )(e + + —e'~) (P, +Q, )(e + + —e'~) (R, —S, )(e + —e'~) (R, +S, )(e + —e'12)

8 +A B —A+ =0.
(Pz+Qz)(e + —e'~) (Pz —Qz)(e + —e'~) (Rz+Sz)(e e'2) (R—z

—Sz)(e
—B +A+ —B —A+ —B +A —B —A

(Pz —Qz)(e —e'~) (Pz+Qz)(e + —e'~) (Rz —Sz)(e —e'~) (Rz+Sz)(e —e'~)
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Equation (21) is the general dispersion relation for the
collective excitations to include the effect of retardation
and an external magnetic field parallel to the superlattice
axis (taken to be the z axis). For fixed q, this yields the
frequency (co) bands when co is plotted versus Q ( = kd }.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the dispersion rela-
tion, Eq. (21), has been checked by imposing the limits
dA ~ DO, dz ~ DO, and treating the semi-infinite layer A

(or 8) as an insulator characterized by frequency-
independent dielectric constant e A (or ez }. It is found
that within these special limits our general dispersion re-
lation reproduces exactly the proper results previously re-
ported for a surface (BOAO). '

B. Truncated superlattices

Now let the superlattice in Fig. 1 be truncated at z =0
such that the medium in the region z ~ 0 is an insulator
with a dieletric tensor ec being diagonal. We seek solu-
tions to Maxwell's equations in which the fields are local-
ized at each interface of the superlattice and at z =0, be-
tween the insulator and the first layer of the superlattice.
The solutions at z =0 are equivalent to those at z =nd;
with n =0. We match E, E, B„, and B„ field com-
ponents at z =0. The result is

E1A +E2A +E3A +E4A E C

A i(E,A+E3A )+ A2(E3„+E4„)=Eye

(22)

(23)

E'c
aA+A3(EiA E2A )+aA—A4(E3A E4A ) qo Eycac

(24)

~A+(E1A E2A )++A —(E3A E4A } ~CE c (25)

where ac =q~ —qpec describes the decay of the field into
the dielectric (z 0). Eliminating E„c from Eqs. (22) and

(25), and E c from Eqs. (23) and (24), yields

y1E1A +y2 2A +y3 3A y4E4 =0,

2A 3 3A 4 4A

where

(26)

(27)

y1 aC aA+~ z1 qp ~1 aA+ ~32 &C

ac

y2=ac+aA+, z2=qP A1+aA+ A32 GC

ac

2 FC
y, =a, -a. . .=q."A, --, A. ,ac

y4=ac+aA, z4=qp A2+aA A4 .2
IEC

ac

Since the surface modes are characterized by the ex-
ponentially decaying fields, we use the condition
E(z+nd)=e ~" E(z) instead of the Bloch condition
stated in the text following Eq. (7); P= —ik. Equation
(21) still holds good if it is modified by replacing cos(Q)
by cosh(A, ); A, =Pd.

In order to explicitly determine the collective (surface)
excitations of a truncated superlattice, we modify Eqs.
(17)—(20) by replacing Q by i A, The resu. lt is

(P, +Qi)(e + + —e )E&A+(P~ —Qi)(e + + —e )EzA+(R&+S, )(e + —e )E3„

+(Ri —Si)(e + —e )E4A=0, (28)

(Pi —Q, )(e + + —e )EiA+(Pi+Qi)(e + + —e )EzA+(Ri —Si)(e + —e )E3„

+(R, +S, )(e +. —e )E4„=0, (29)

(Pz+Q2)(e + —e )E,A+(Pz —Q2)(e + —e )E2„+(R2+S2)(e —e ")E3A

+(R~ —S2)(e —e ~)E4A =0, (30)

(Pz —Q2)(e + —e )EiA+(P2+Qz}(e + —e )E2A+(R2 —S2)(e —e )E3„

+(R2+S2)(e —e ")E4„=0. (31)

Next, the condition that Eqs. (26)—(29) have nontrivial solutions leaves us with

Q1e &1e +C1 =0, (32)

where
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a, = [(P, +Q, ) —(P, —Q, ) ](y z —y z3)+[(R,+S, ) —(R, —S, ) ](y,z —y z, )
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—y4z )+[(R,+S, )
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&
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+[(P,+Q, )(R i
—Si ) —(Pi —Q, )(R i +S, )](y tz3 —y3z, )e

b, =[(P +Q&) (e + ++e + +)—(P, —
Q ) (e + ++e + +)](y3z& —y4z3)

+[(R,+S, ) (e +e +
)
—(R, —S&) (e + +e + )](y,zz —yzz, )

+[(P, —Q, )(R, +S, )(e + +e + +)—(P, +Q, )(R& —S, )(e + ++e )](yzz„—y4zz)

+[(P, +Q, )(R& +S, )( e+ ++e +
) —(P, —Q&)(R, —S&)(e + +e + +)](yzz3 —y3zz)

+[(P)—Q, )(R) —St)(e + ++e +
)
—(Pt+Q, )(R)+S, )(e + +e + +)](y,z4 —yqz, )

+[(P, +Q, )(R, —S, )(e + +e +
) —(P, —Q, )(R, +S&)(e + ++e + )](y,z3 —y3z, ) .

Similarly, the condition that Eqs. (26), (27), (30), and (31) have nontrivial solutions takes the form

a2e —b2e +cp =0,
where

az = [(Pz+ Qz ) —(Pz —
Qz ) ](y3z4 —y4z3 )+ [(Rz+ Sz ) —(R z

—Sz ) ](y,zz —yzz, )

+ [(Pz —
Qz )(Rz+Sz ) —(Pz+ Qz )(Rz —Sz )](yzz4 —y4zz )

+ [(Pz+ Qz )(R z+Sz ) —(Pz —
Qz )(Rz —Sz )](yz~3 y322 )

+ [(Pz Qz )(R z
—Sz )

—(Pz+ Qz )(Rz+Sz )](y&z4 —
y4z& )

+ [(Pz+ Qz )(R z
—Sz )

—(Pz —
Qz )(Rz+Sz )](y)z3 y3z, ),

cz —[(Pz + Qz ) (Pz Qz } ](y3zg —y4z3 )+ [(R z+Sz ) —(Rz —Sz ) ](y)zz yzz) )

A++ A+ [(Pz —
Qz )(Rz+Sz ) —(Pz+ Qz )(R z

—Sz ) ](yzz4 —y4zz )e

A+ —A+[(Pz+ Qz )(Rz+Sz )
—(Pz —

Qz )(R z
—Sz ) ](yzz3 —y3zz )e

+ [(Pz —
Qz )(R z

—Sz ) —(Pz+ Qz )(Rz+Sz )](y,z4 —y4z, )e
—A+ —A+ [(Pz+ Qz )(R z

—Sz ) —(Pz —
Qz )(R z+Sz ) ](y,z3 —

y3z &
)e

(33)

8 +A —8 Z 8 —A —8 +A+[(Rz+Sz) (e +e )
—(Rz —Sz) (e +e )](y,zz —yzz, )

8 +A —8 +A+ 8 +A+ —8 +A+[(Pz —Qz)(Rz+Sz)(e +e +)—(Pz+Qz)(Rz —Sz)(e ++e )](yzz4 —y4zz)
8 +A+ —8 —A 8 —A —8 +A++[(Pz+Qz)(Rz+Sz)(e ++e )

—(Pz —Qz)(Rz —Sz)(e +e +)](yzz3 y3zz)
—8 +A 8 +A —8+[(Pz —Qz)(Rz —Sz)(e +e ) —(Pz+Qz)(Rz+S&)(e +e +)](y&z4 —y4z&)

8 —A —8 —A+ 8 —A+ —8 —A+[(Pz+Qz)(Rz —Sz)(e +e +)—(Pz —Qz)(Rz+Sz)(e ++e )](y&z3 —y3z&) .
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The general dispersion relation for the magnetoplasma
polaritons in the truncated superlattice system is ob-
tained by eliminating exp( —

A, ) from Eqs. (32) and (33).
The result is

(a1~2 a2bl )(blc2 b2cl ) {cla2 cza1) =0 {

It is found that a careful analytic diagnosis within the
special limits, just as those imposed on Eq. (21), leads our
implicit dispersion relation, Eq. (34), to reproduce the
proper results (Bo&0).'

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We have carried out an extensive numerical calculation
of the magnetoplasma (bulk and surface) excitations, us-
ing the analytical expressions, Eqs. {21)and (34), for the
dispersion relations of the superlattice structure in the lo-
cal theory with retardation. For this purpose, we have
taken the background dielectric constant eL =13.13 and
ignored the damping and optical polar phonons. As such
our numerical results are more appropriate for superlat-
tice structure comprised of semiconductors rather than
metals. The case of metallic superlattices in the presence
of an applied magnetic field in the Voigt geometry was re-
cently studied by Wallis et al. '

In general, we have performed the computation in the
situation where both constituent layers contain free
charge carriers and are characterized by the frequency-
and magnetic-field-dependent dielectric functions in the
local approximation. We have plotted our numerical re-
sults for several illustrative cases in terms of the dimen-
sionless frequency /=co/co~„, the dimensionless wave
vector g=cq /co „, and the dimensionless layer
thicknesses 5„=co~„d„/c and 5& =co~zdii/c In or.der
to provide the comparison, we have presented the results
both with and without' an applied magnetic field. Since
the existence of the surface magnetoplasma polaritons de-
pends upon the relative magnitude of the layer
thicknesses, we have considered several representative
cases. We have also shown the eft'ect of magnetic field
variation.

Before we present the numerical results it is instructive
to consider the possibilities of the propagating plasma
modes comprising the bulk and surface excitations. In
the present (perpendicular) configuration four different
kinds of modes can be allowed to propagate. Depending
upon the spectral range in the frequency —wave-vector
plane the following possibilities may arise: (i) a;+ and
a; are both real and positive, (ii) a;+ and a; are both
pure imaginary, (iii) a;+ is real and a; is pure imagi-
nary, or vice versa, and (iv) a;+ and a; are complex
conjugates of each other. We will term the magnetoplas-
ma modes corresponding to the above-mentioned scheme
as surface-polariton (SP) modes, bulk modes, pseudosur-
face (PS) modes, and generalized complex (GC) modes,
respectively. This classification will help us understand
the behavior of electromagnetic modes in the specific
spectral region with respect to both of the consituent lay-
ers (i = A, B). As mentioned above, since we are interest-
ed in the magnetoplasma excitations localized at the in-
terfaces and decaying exponentially away from them, the

SP and the GC (with positive real parts much greater
than their imaginary parts) modes are more pertinent
than the bulk and the PS modes. Remember, the afore-
said nomenclature of the modes requires the same nature
of the decay constants (a;+) in both of the material lay-
er s.

The material parameters used in the present computa-
tion are el ( =el „=el ~ ) = 13.13; ec = l.0; co ii =0.Sco ~;
co,~ =0.25co ~, 0.5m ~, 6~ =1.0; 5~ =0.5, 1.0, 2.0. That
is to say that we have studied the dispersion relations as a
function of the magnitude of an applied magnetic field
(Bo) and the thickness of the 8 layers. For zero magnetic
field, we have used Eqs. (23) and (31) of Ref. 15, respec-
tively, for the bulk and surface excitations. Although the
mathematical complexity of the dispersion relations
prevents us from making a detailed analytical diagnosis,
we will later discuss some approximate analysis in the
nonretarded limit (c~ ~ ) to establish some consistency
with the numerical results, both for zero- and nonzero-
magnetic-field cases. -

A. 5~ =1.0, 5~ =0.5

In Figs. 2, 3, and 4, we present the dispersion curves
for bulk and surface excitations for 80=0,
co, ( =co,ii =co,„)=0.25coz~, and co, =0.5'~„, respective-
ly. In the case of zero magnetic field, we find two bulk
bands separated by a gap for an infinite superlattice. In
the gap lies the mode for a truncated superlattice. The
existence of the upper Sp mode is implied by the fact that
EL /Ec ) 1. In the case that EL /ec ( 1, this SP mode will
fall below the lower bulk band. Note that there is no
bulk band existing below co ~.

For nonzero magnetic field, co, =0.25co~~ (Fig. 3), we
find that there are no bona fide bulk and/or surface
modes below m, . This is the PS wave region where we

).0

C3

Lal
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U

0.5
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bl
C3

Ch.
UJ
Ch

I. O

1.0
8 -o5

8

I I I

l.O P.O g.P e.o
R EDUCED WAVE VECTOR

5.0

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the absence of a
magnetic field, with 5~ =0.55&. The parameters used are listed
in the figure. a, =0 is the light line.
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hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field, with m, =0.2Sco» and 6 =0.55 &.
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FIG. 4. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field with cu, =0.5'» and 5& =0.55~.

have shown (dashed-dotted curves) a bulk band whose
both edges reveal the frequency (g) decreasing with in-
creasing wave vector (g). These are the modes character-
ized by Rea;+ being comparable or smaller (in magni-
tude) than Ima, . Although we have shown the effect of
80 and relative thickness of the layers on these modes (in
the PS wave region) in each case, we will not discuss them
further T. he lowest bona fide mode is the pure SP mode
starting at co =0.4m~„. This mode propagates until it ap-
proaches co z,' just above co ~ the decay constants a~+ as-
sume the complex-conjugate values with their
Rea~+) Imari+. This situation prevails from /=1. 8 to
(=2.8. At /=2. 8 this mode again attains its pure SP
mode character and splits into two, shown by a fork in
the figure. Interestingly, the lower branch of this mode is
found to have an asymptotic limit AH~ (the hybrid
plasmon-cyclotron frequency for B layer). The bona fide
(lower) bulk band starts at /=0. 5084 (Q =~) and 0.5094
(Q =0). Above this bulk band at /=0. 5217 starts a pure
SP mode which propagates with increasing frequency un-
til it reaches ~ z,' just above co z it also changes its char-
acter from SP to GC modes and splits into two branches
(shown by a fork with dashed lines). We note that the
latter (GC) modes are characterized, over most of the
wave-vector range, by the Rem;+&)Imo. ;+. The lower
branch shows both positive and negative group velocities
between /=3. 25 and (=3.60. The upper (bona fide)
bulk band starts in the vicinity of co ~ with widely
separated edges which come closer with increasing g. It
is interesting to note that none of the SP modes emerges
from or merges into any of the two bulk bands in the
whole g-g plane shown in the figure.

The situation with co, =0.5' ~ is depicted in Fig. 4.
The lowest SP mode, characterized by real a~+ and
complex-conjugate a~+ (with Rea~+ & Imari+), starts at

g =0.5086, increases monotonously until it reaches
(=3.3, where it changes it behavior to pure SP mode and
splits into two branches (shown by a fork). The lower
branch goes to the asymptotic limit coHB and the upper
one still increases with increasing g. The lower bulk band
starts at the light line just above this lower SP mode. The
upper SP mode starts at /=0. 5127 from the light line in
the gap between two bulk bands, with its frequency in-
creasing with g until it reaches co ~, where it changes its
character from SP to (bona fide) GC modes, and then at
/=3. 4 splits into two branches, just as in Fig. 3. The
lower branch reveals both negative and positive group ve-
locities in the range between (=3.4 and /=4. 19. Note
that /=4. 19 for this mode, with /=1. 0404, is the point
characterized by E,",=1 where the lower (split) mode
changes the sign of its group velocity from negative to
positive. It is worth mentioning that the frequency given
by e„=1 where the group velocity changes its sign, in
this case, is a sheer coincidence and a consequence of the
choice of the material parameters, but is not a fact in-

dependent of the value of Bo. However, the split of the
upper SP mode, just above co z, in the gap between two
bulk bands seems to occur only above a certain value of
Bo. The e6'ect of magnetic Geld results in the widening of
the gap between the two bulk bands and a Zeeman-like
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splitting of the two SP modes at large wave vectors.
Moreover, there is no SP mode occurring above the
upper bulk band in the presence of an external magnetic
field. This is because the decay constants a, + there do
not attain the values which fulfill the requirements of the
bona fide SP modes.

I.S

0 ~

n

r

r KL I 3.13
Kc i I.O

~-0. 5 M„, „-0.~5m„
(d„- ~„

~ I.O
- I.O

B. 5~ =5g =1.0
In this case of equal layer thicknesses the numerical re-

sults are plotted in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for 80=0,
co, =0.25co „,and co, =0.5' z, respectively. In the case
of zero magnetic field (Fig. 5), we notice that the gap be-
tween the two bulk bands decreases as compared to that
in Fig. 2, and the SP mode occurring in the gap does not
exist at large g. In fact the existence of this mode, even
at lower g, can be attributed to the retardation e6'ect. In
the nonretardation limit, for 5~ =6&, no gap occurs be-
tween two bulk bands and hence no SP mode. Further-
more, it is observed that while the upper SP mode above
the upper bulk band remains almost intact, the frequency
of the SP mode (in the gap) happens to decrease over al-
most the whole wave-vector range.

For nonzero magnetic field (Figs. 6 and 7) the
significant features compared to the previous cases (Figs.
3 and 4) are as follows. The gap between the two bulk
bands decreases, particularly at the lower wave vectors.
This results in the reduction of the spatial separation be-
tween the SP mode (in the gap) and the lower bulk band
near the starting points. In the case of the higher mag-
netic field (Fig. 7), the upper SP mode seems to merge
with the lower bulk band in the range between /=0. 5
and /=1. 15. This is not so—actually the deviation is so
small that it is di%cult to discern it on the scale in Fig. 7.
The slope of the third-lowest SP mode above ~zz in the
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FIG. 6. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field, with co, =0.25co~& and 5z =5&.
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FIG. 5. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the absence of a
magnetic field, with 5& =5&.

FIG. 7. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field, with co, =0.5m» and 5& =6~.
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range where it shows both signs of group velocity has be-
come clearer in the case of higher magnetic field. Apart
from a very minute difference iri the frequencies of the SP
modes due to the variation of the relative thicknesses of
the layers, the rest of the discussion related to Figs. 3 and
4 is still valid.

(.5

C. 5g =1.0, 5g =2.0

We now turn to the situation where the layer thickness
of the denser medium (5& ) is smaller than that of the
less-dense medium (5~ ). The numerical results for
BO=O, co, =0.25cuzz, and co, =0.5' z are illustrated in
Figs. 8, 9, and 10, respectively. In the absence of magnet-
ic field (Fig. 8), the gap between the two bulk bands be-

i . 5. TheSPcomes smaller as compared to that seen in Fig. . e
mode in the gap, and also the one occurring above the
upper bulk band, starts at relatively low frequencies but
reaches the same asymptotic limits as in Figs. 2 and 5.
The SP mode in the gap loses its existence at considerably
lower wave vectors and merges into the upper bulk band.

We now examine the situation for nonzero magnetic
field. It is observed that increasing 5z has resulted in
lowering the upper bulk band and hence in reducing the
gap as compared to the case of equal layer thicknesses.
Note that while the bulk bands are seen to be affected
considerably by change in the thickness of the 8 layer,
the surface modes do not experience any major change
with respect to their behavior in the whole g-g plane. It
is worth mentioning that all parts of the SP modes,
whether shown by dotted and/or dashed lines, are the
bona fide and physically significant solutions. This re-
mark is valid for all the nonzero-magnetic-field cases.
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FIG. 9. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field, with ~, =0.25co» and 5& =2.05„.
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FICx. 8. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the absence of a
magnetic field, with 5z =2.06 q.

FICz. 10. Dispersion curves for the surface polaritons of the
truncated superlattice and the allowed bulk bands (cross-
hatched regions) of the infinite superlattice in the presence of a
magnetic field, with co, =0.5'» and 5& =2.05&.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCI. USIONS

The di6'erent features exhibited by the numerical re-
sults can be understood, at least up to some extent, by
some approximate analytical diagnosis. Let us recall our
Eq. (23) from Ref. 15 for the dispersion relation of the
collective (bulk) excitations for the So=0 case. In the
nonretardation limit (c~~ ), this reduces to

&a+~a =0 (35)

where e;(co) [=el (1—co~;/co )] is the frequency-
dependent dielectric function for the ith layer (i:—A, B).
Substituting the parameters used in the present calcula-
tions leads us to obtain /=0. 7906. This is the frequency
attained by the bulk bands in the asymptotic limit, as
seen in Figs. 2, 5, and 8. Similarly, Eq. (31) in Ref. 15,

l

which is the dispersion relation for the collective (surface)
excitations for the zero magnetic field, in the nonretarded
limit assumes the form

(e„+ea )(e„+ec )(es —ec ) =0, (36)

where e&= 1 is the frequency-independent dielectric con-
stant of the insulator medium truncating the superlattice
system at z ~ 0. Setting the first factor in Eq. (36) to zero
gives us g&-0. 7906. Similarly, setting the second factor
to zero yields gz-0. 9639. It can be easily seen that g,
and g2 are the asymptotic limits of SP modes, lying, re-
spectively, in the gap and above the upper bulk band; see
Figs. 2, 5, and 8.

In the case of nonzero magnetic field, our Eq. (21) in
the nonretarded limit reduces to

&xx &zz

8 B
&xx &zz

' i/2
&xx ~zz

A
~xx ~zz

tanh( A '+ )tanh(B'+ )+2 —2 cos(Q)sech( A '+ )sech(B'+ ) =0,

where J'+ = (e„'„/e J)' q~dj, j= A, B
q ~~ in Eq. (37) yields

(&A &A )1/2+(&B &8 )1/2 0

Now taking

(38)

which is equivalent to

12

2

CO CO

1+ +
Copi 6)pi

(39)

Here co, ( =co,„=co,s ). Substituting in the parameters as
used in the present computation, we obtain

0.81009 for co, /co „=0.25

0.86603 for co, /co~& =0.5. 40

As such, one can see the lower bulk bands approaching
the asymptotic limits /=0. 81009 (Figs. 3, 6, and 9) and
/=0. 86603 (Figs. 4, 7, and 10) for the respective values
of the magnetic field. It should be pointed out that the
mathematical complexity does not permit us to Gnd any
simple analytical explanation for the asymptotic limit ap-
proached by the lowest SP mode in the nonretardation
limit for nonzero magnetic field.

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetoplasma
(bulk and surface) polaritons in a truncated superlattice
system in the presence of a transverse magnetic field. Al-
though we have confined our attention to the case of a su-
perlattice system comprised of two semiconducting 1ay-
ers, the theory quite clearly applies to the metallic super-
lattices as well; just by taking the background dielectric
constant eL equal to unity. We have presented various il-
lustrative numerical examples where one can examine the

e6'ect of the variation of the magnetic field as wel1 as that
of the variation of layer thickness of the less-dense medi-
um. We find that switching the magnetic field in the
present configuration results in widening the gap between
the two bulk bands and a Zeeman-like splitting of the
surface-polariton modes at higher wave vectors. While in
the zero magnetic field there are no bulk or surface
modes below ~ ~, in a nonzero magnetic Geld it is co,
below which there are no bona fide bulk or surface excita-
tions. In the pseudosurface wave region (below co, ), we
find only an ill-behaved bulk band whose both edges de-
crease in frequency with the increasing wave vector. Fi-
nally, it is worth commenting that while doing the nu-
merical computation for a transcendental function (like
our dispersion relations) one should always write the tri-
gonometric functions in terms of exponentials with nega-
tive exponents in order to avoid the risk of getting absurd
(or unphysical) results.

Note Added in Proof. We have succeeded in doing an
analytical diagnosis of the dispersion relation for surface
magnetoplasmons in the nonretardation limit. Therefore,
we can understand the asymptotic limit approached by
the lowest SP mode in the B0%0 case. The analytical re-
sults will be incorporated in a planned, forthcoming pub-
lication on metallic superlattices in a strong magnetic
field.
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